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Dear Mrs. Reni Hiola

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "DEVELOPMENT OF EFFERVESCENT GRANULE OF CORN MILK, SUPPLEMENTED WITH PROBIOTICS LACTOBACILLUS STRAIN SHIROTA" to International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics.

Decision of manuscript will be communicated within 20-30 days.

Progress of your submission can be tracked online on your account.

If decision is not sent in time frame to you, please remind us with reference no of the manuscript.

An open access fee is only to make the published manuscript (after strict peer review) freely available in the public domain to ensure its reach to maximum researchers without any hindrance and welfare of the research community and the society. It does not for publication or acceptance of the manuscript.

ICV (2016): 4.28
Impact (Cites per doc) - 1.45 (SCImago, SJR 2016)

If you have any questions, please contact editor@ijaponline.org with your manuscript reference no. IJAP 27459

Thanks for your interest in our journal.

Editor
International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics
Dear Mrs Reni Hiola,

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics, "DEVELOPMENT OF EFFERVESCENT GRANULE OF CORN MILK, SUPPLEMENTED WITH PROBIOTICS LACTOBACILLUS STRAIN SHIROTA" with reference no. IJAP 27459.

Article is quite interesting but it needs major revision
Comments-
For revision of your article see the following points
Minor Comments
• Format:- Revise article to make it strictly as per format of the Journal. Refer latest issue of the Journal for formatting.
• Abbreviations:- At the first appearance in the abstract and as well as in the text, abbreviations should be preceded by words for which they stand, for example, cardio vascular disease (CVD) etc. These abbreviated forms should be used uniformly in the whole manuscript to maintain the consistency and uniformity.
• Symbol and units: It should be as per International System of Units (SI). See it in instructions to authors and follow accordingly and strictly.
• Equation tools should be used for formula/equation writing.
• Errors: Grammatical and punctuation errors should be rectified. Authors are suggested to use smart tools like 1 checker, ginger, grammarly, white smoke, etc.
• Fig: Ensure that titles at x and y axis are in sentence case and bold.
• Ensure that biological names (plants/crude drugs/bacteria/fungus etc) are in italic in whole manuscript including reference also.
• References: References are out of format. Uniformity must be ensured in all the references. It should be made strictly as per Instructions to Authors. Journal’s title should be abbreviated without use of full stop.
• Pagination style is incorrect in references. Authors should refer any latest published article in IJAP. Digit appeared in starting page number should not be repeated in end page number. Ex. 12-5, 25-32, 125-7, 11456-62 etc.

[Few examples of references from journal:
List the first six contributors followed by et al.

Major Comments
This research aimed to development of Effervescent Granule of Corn Milk, Supplemented with Probiotics Lactobacillus strain Shirota. Before being considered for publication, some adjustments should be done. Please, find below the description of review process:
1- Check English grammar level throughout the script.
2- In the introduction, besides introducing the corn, more data could be added to show how popular the corn milk for people such as the amount of consumption in the world, the export. This will reveal how important the work you have done.
3- Why sweet corn harvested 23rd day after silking of the corn plant? Please specify.
4- The extraction of corn seeds should completely describe.
5- Correct throughout the script: Lactobacillus strain Shirota change to Lactobacillus Shirota
6- The reason of designated formulation or more used references should be included in the script.
7- There is no need some sentences be bolded in the script.
8- Details are needed on the trained panel evaluation e.g. training of panelists for these samples, determination of taste and odor thresholds of panelists, number and type of training samples, number of training sessions, number of samples per training session, number of testing sessions, number of samples per testing session, coding of samples, environmental training and testing conditions.

9- The experimental design and model for the ANOVA should be described.

10- Avoid extensive citations and discuss published literature.

(All the changes made must be highlighted with RED coloured fonts or it should be done in track change mode).

Response to comments:
1. Authors are requested to make revision point to point and very strictly. Failure may cause its rejection.
2. Authors must give their response to the comments of reviewers at end of the revised copy of manuscript. If authors disagree with any comment they should record response with reason.

Note: Authors must send email to editor@ijaponline.org, after submission of revised article compulsorily with subject- “Revised article submitted for Round 2” along with article reference no.

After corrections submit your revised article as follows
1. Log in
2. Click on Active
3. In status- Click on In Review
4. Scroll down- See Editor Decision
5. Section- Editor Decision- Upload revised copy of article in Section Revised Article.

With Best Regards
Editor
International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics
Dear Editor

I have revised some comments from the reviewer in the manuscript.

Please find the attachment file

Thank you for your attention
Kind Regards
Reni Hiola

Dear Reni Hiola

Your revised manuscript was received safely, you will be updated within 7-15 days. In case of failure, please remind us to ensure processing of your article timely.

Thanks & Regards
Editor of IJAP
Dear Mrs Reni Hiola,

I am happy to inform you regarding your submission to International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics, "DEVELOPMENT OF EFFERVESCENT GRANULE OF CORN MILK, UPPLEMENTED WITH PROBIOTICS LACTOBACILLUS STRAIN SHIROTA" that it has been recommended for publication after peer review.

I acknowledge you receipt of registration fee by NEFT for IJAP 27459.

Your article is now accepted for publication and your article is scheduled to be published in Vol 10 Issue 5, Sep 2018.

Citation of any published manuscript is always important for authors and journal also. Authors are requested to cite the publication of this manuscript in their future publication in other journals. Authors may extend the request to their colleagues also to cite. Further, explore the option of social media sharing on Abstract page of the published article to showcase your publication.

ICV (2016): 4.28
Impact (Cites per doc)- 1.45 (Sciago, SJR 2016)

For Latest Pharma News:
https://blog.innovareacademics.in

With Best Regards

Dr. G K Saraogi
M. Pharm. PhD (Pharmaceutics)
Associate Editor
International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics
Dear Reni Hiola

Your article is scheduled to be published in Vol. 10, Issue 5(Sep-Oct), 2018- First week. Galley proof of article has been attached to this email. You are required to go through your article and read it critically for any correction. If you find any correction, send it to editor@ijaponline.org within 72 hours with reference no.

(Corrections should be suggested in PDF file of your article using Tool comment and Markup)

Please specify reference/manuscript No (Example- IJAP 6424/2018) compulsorily with volume, issue and year.

Note: No request for corrections shall be entertained after the specified time (72 h of receipt of the email). In case, any of the mistakes left there in will be the responsibility of the author. This is last chance for any correction.

These are few common observations which must be dealt carefully. Please note that units have been corrected as per guidelines of the journal during copyediting and authors are suggested not to request for the corrections in the same.

1. Cross check all the data in text and respective tables and figures critically to avoid any mismatch.
2. Grammatical errors
3. Comma and Full stop
4. Formatting of Tables and figures.
5. Headings and Subheadings
6. Uniformity of References (Most important).
7. Cross check the legends (Mentioned below tables & figures) whether these are correct for respective tables & figures of modification is required.
8. In case of any correction, in the image/fig, authors should send the corrected image/figure.

Authors are required to approve their article for publication. If the article is not approved in due time, authors/readers may not able to find it online.

Note: While sending email for corrections required, please write down manuscript reference no and Issue of publication in Subject section clearly.

Thanks
Dr. G K Saraogi
M. Pharm. PhD (Pharmaceutics)
Associate Editor
International Journal of Applied Pharmaceutics